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Abstract We study the problem of allocating memory of servers in a datacenter
based on online requests for storage. Given an online sequence of storage requests
and a cost associated with serving the request by allocatingspace on a certain server
one seeks to select the minimum number of servers as to minimize total cost. We
use two different algorithms and propose a third algorithm.We show that our pro-
posed algorithm performs better for large number of random requests in terms of
the variance in the average number of servers.

1 Introduction

Cloud storage is the service provided by numerous entities to store and backup com-
puter files. We study the cost of storing vast amounts of data on the servers in a data
center and we propose a cost measurement together with an algorithm that min-
imizes such cost. The bin packing optimization problem seeks to minimizes the
number of bins a given sequence of items needs to be packed. This problem can
apply to storing data on hard-drives in a data centers as follows: In a data center,
files need to be stored on hard-drives. Without loss of generality we assume that
all the hard-drives have the same size (of 1 unit), since buying them in bulk, of the
same size is much cheaper (and easier to be replaced) than buying them individu-
ally, with various sizes. In this case, the hard drive represents a bin that needs to
receive items to be stored. The goal is to minimize the numberof bins (or disks)
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used for storing the files. We note that many important applications in areas such
as multi-processor scheduling, resource allocation, packet routing, paged computer
memory systems, storage, multiprocessor scheduling, stock cutting, loading trucks
with certain weight capacities, creating file backup in removable media and tech-
nology mapping in FPGA implementation of custom hardware can be modeled as a
bin packing optimization problem [1, 2, 3, 4].

We study various bin packing schemes which could be relevantfor cloud com-
puting as they can be used for minimizing the energy consolidation [5, 6] in data
centers. In Section 2 we present basic notions related to thebin packing problem,
give a number of approximation algorithms which solve this problem, and we pro-
pose a novel algorithm “k-Binary”. Simulation results are presented in Section 3.
Concluding remarks are in Section 4.

2 Online Bin Packing

The bin packing problem requires packing a set of objects into a finite number of
bins of capacityV in a way that minimizes the number of bins used: Given a se-
quence ofn itemsL = {1,2, ,n} with sizess1,s2, . . . ,sn ∈ (0,1], one needs to find a
partition of the items into sets of size 1 (calledbins) so that the number of sets in the
partition is minimized [7] and the sum of the sizes of the pieces assigned to any bin
may not exceed its capacity. We say that an item that belongs to a given bin (set) is
packed into this bin. A bin isempty if no item is packed into it, otherwise it is used.
Since the goal is to minimize the number of bins used, we wouldlike to find an algo-
rithm which finds a number of bins that is a constant factor of the minimum possible
number of bins, no matter what the input is. Bin packing is NP-hard, thus finding an
exact solution for any given input can be done currently onlyin exponential time.

For a given input sequenceL of n items, letA(L) (or simplyA) be the number of
bins used by algorithmA on the input sequenceL. Let OPT (L) (or simplyOPT ) be
the number of bins used by an optimal offline algorithm which knows the sequence
L in advance. The asymptotic performance ratio for an algorithm A is

lim supn→∞ supL{
A(L)

OPT (L)
|OPT (L) = n}

For the general bin packing algorithm we assume that the entire list and its item
sizes are known before the packing begins. A common situation is where the items
arrive in some order and must be assigned to some bin as soon asthey arrive, with-
out knowledge of the remaining items. A bin packing algorithm that can construct
its packing under this online regime is called anonline bin packing algorithm, for
which items in the list must be processed in exactly the same order as they are given,
one at a time. The online processing is difficult owing to the fact that unpredictable
item sizes may appear. In general, the performance of an online bin packing algo-
rithm is substantially affected by the permutation of itemsin a given list.
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We present next the three most common and simplest online binpacking algo-
rithms: Next Fit, First Fit, and Best Fit. The asymptotic performance ratio of these
algorithms isrNextFit = 2, while therFirstFit andrFirstFit are both 1.7 [8].

Next Fit is a bounded space online algorithm in which the only partially filled bin
that is open is the most recent one to be started. It uses one active bin into which it
packs the input. Once the free space in this bin becomes too small to accommodate
the next item, a new active bin is opened and the previous active bin is never used
again. This process continues until there are no more elements. First Fit keeps all
non-empty bins active and tries to pack every item in these bins before opening a
new one. If no bin is found, it opens a new bin and puts the item in the new bin.Best
Fit picks the bin with the least amount of free space in which it can still hold the
current element. All unfilled bins are kept open until the end. Let SA(n) denote the
maximum number of storage locations (for active bins) needed by some algorithm
A during the processing of the list L whose size isn, and refer to algorithm A as an
SA(n)-space algorithm. Next Fit is anO(1)-space algorithm, since it involves only
one active bin at all times; both First Fit and Best Fit are anO(n)-space algorithms,
since they keep all non-empty bins active until the end of theprocessing [9].

There are other online algorithms, based on a non-uniform partitioning of interval
space (0,1] intoM sub-intervals, assuming that the size of all items is no larger than
1. We are given a list of itemsL = {a1,a2, . . . ,an}, each with item sizes(ai), 0 <
s(ai) ≤ 1. The interval (0, 1] that represents the content of a bin is partitioned into
harmonic sub-intervalsIM = {(0, 1

M ],( 1
M , 1

M−1], . . .(1/2,1]} whereM is a positive
integer. Then we classify each item according to the size, i.e., if the item size is in the
interval Ik = ( 1

k−1, 1
k ], k > 1, then the item is called anIk-item; if the item size is in

the intervalIM = (0, 1
M ] then the item is calledIM-item. We note than in one bin, no

more thank Ik-items can be fit,k < M, and eachIk filled bin packs exactlyk items,
irrespective of the actual sizes of these items,k < M. Into anIM bin at leastM items
can fit. We present two most known such algorithms: Harmonic [7] and Cardinality
Constrained Harmonic [10]. Later in this section we presentour proposed algorithm
– also based on a different type of partitioning.

Algorithm Harmonic keeps active an unfilled bin of each type:one bin of I1
type items, one bin ofI2 type items, etc., thus a total of M bins are active at each
moment. When an item arrives, it is packed in the corresponding bin; if the bin is
filled, then it is closed and another bin is open, that will store items of that type.
Once all the items are packed, we add the number of bins closedand the number of
bins unfilled. Harmonic is completely independent of the arriving order of items [7].
A disadvantage of Harmonic is that items of size larger than 1/2 are packed one per
bin, possibly wasting a lot of space in each single bin. Harmonic runs inO(n logM)
time and usesM storage spaces for the active bins. Lee and Lee [7] had shown
that the worst-case performance ratio of the algorithm is not related to the partition
numberM. Therefore,M can be regarded as a constant, and hence Harmonic is
O(1)-space andO(n)-time algorithm.

Algorithm Cardinality Constrained Harmonic imposes a limit of M on the num-
ber of items that can fit intoIM bins, irrespective of whether more items can still fit
into that bin. WheneverM items are stored in anIM-bin, we close the bin and open a
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new one. We note again that the exact size does not affect the packing process, since
each bin will contain only items of a single type, irrespective of the exact size.

Algorithm 1 k-Binary(M,N,L = {a1,a2, . . . ,an})

Inputs:M,N,L = {a1,a2, . . . ,an}).
Output:T .
1: Partition(0,1] into M sub-intervalsIk = ( 1

2k , 1
2k−1 ], k = 1, ..M.

2: T = 0.
3: Initialize all Bk to 0, 1≤ k ≤ M.
4: for i = 1 to N do
5: if 0 < ai < 1

2M then {ai is anIM-piece}
6: if BM +ai > 1 then {the itemai does not fit into theIM-bin}
7: Get a newIM-bin: T = T +1, BM = 0.
8: end if
9: Placeai into the openIM-bin: BM = BM +ai.

10: else if ∃k, 1
2k−1 < ai ≤

1
2k then {ai is anIk-piece, 1≤ k < M}

11: if Bk +ai > 1 then {the itemai does not fit into theIk-bin}
12: Get a newIk-bin, namelyT = T +1, Bk = 0.
13: end if
14: Placeai into the openIk-bin: Bk = Bk +ai.
15: end if
16: end for
17: Add toT the number of unfilled bins.
18: for i = 1 to k do
19: if Bk > 0 then
20: T = T +1.
21: end if
22: end for
23: OutputT .

Algorithm k-Binary (see algorithm box 1) partitions the interval (0,1]into sub-
intervals in which the endpoints are a negative power of 2:(0,1] = ∪M

k=1Ik where
Ik = ( 1

2k ,
1

2k−1 ] andk, the number of partitions, is a positive integer. For example, if
k = 3 then the interval(0,1] is partitioned into three intervals(0,1/4] , (1/4,1/2],
and(1/2,1].

3 Simulation Results

Different sequences of requests produce different resultswhenM, the number of
partitions, varies. We compare the performance of thek-binary algorithm with the
performance of Harmonic and Cardinality Constrained Harmonic. We measure the
efficiency of the implemented algorithms using the average number of bins of any
type used. For a given input, letN be the total number of items andM be the total
number of partitions. Let us considerT B1 to be the total number of bins used by
Harmonic,T B2 to be the total number of bins used by Cardinality Constrained Har-
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monic andT B3 be the total number of bins used byk-Binary. For each algorithm we
will compute how well the algorithm balances the bins of any type. For an algorithm
j, 1≤ j ≤ 3, letNB j

k be the number of bins ofIk-type. If the algorithmj, 1≤ j ≤ 3,

balances the items well, then allNB j
ks should be roughlyT B j

M .
To compare how well an algorithm balances the types of bins used, we compute

the varianceVAR:
VAR = ∑

k=1

M(NB j
k −T B j/M)2 (1)

We generate random sequence of requests as follows. We first generate a sub-
sequence ofN random values in the interval(0.01,0.99), L1 = {a1,a2, . . . ,aN},
0.01≤ ai ≤ 0.99 and we call this therandom sub-sequence. We append toL1 an-
other sub-sequence ofN values,L2 = {b1,b2, . . . ,bN}, wherebi = 1− ai, and we
call this as thecomputed sub-sequence. The random sequence contains the random
sub-sequence followed by the computed sub-sequence.

We run extensive number of simulations by generating such random sequences
of length 2N for various values ofN andM. We observed that in some cases our
proposed Algorithmk-Binary requires less number of bins than Harmonic, and there
are other cases wherek-Binary requires more bins than Harmonic. In almost all the
cases, Cardinality Constrained Harmonic required at leastthe same number of bins
as Harmonic, if not more. No trend has been observed as for values ofN andM
which algorithm,k-Binary or Harmonic, has the best performance, namely it gives
the least number of bins.

We also compared the three algorithms based on the variance in the number of
bins used, namely the value ofVAR (Equation 1), for small or large sequences of
random requests. When the number of items is relatively small, N < 100, the values
for variance are plotted in Figure 1(a). When the number of items is relatively large,
10< N < 1000, the values for variance are plotted in Figure 1(b). In both figures,
the x axis shows the number of bins and the y axis show the variance value obtained
by each algorithm.

We note that for smaller number of items, there is not much variation between
the three algorithms. The proposed Algorithmk-Binary is as efficient as Harmonic
and Cardinality Constrained Harmonic. For larger number ofitems, we note that
k-Binary has a lower variance than Harmonic but slightly higher variance than Car-
dinality Constrained. We can then conclude that the proposed k-binary algorithms
behaves in average better than both previously proposed algorithms in terms of the
variance on the type of bins used.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

The algorithm proposed by Lee and Lee has a competitive ratiowhich is very close
to the optimum, but has a high variation on the types of bins used. The algorithm
proposed by Epstein has a worse competitive ratio, i.e. usesmore bins for packing
the items than Lee and Lee, but it has a much smaller variationthan Lee and Lee.
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(a) Smaller number of items (b) Larger number of items

Fig. 1 Trend of the variance

We propose an algorithm,k-Binary, that uses fewer bins than the algorithm pro-
posed by Epstein, and a slightly more bins than the algorithmproposed by Lee and
Lee. At the same time,k-Binary works better than both previously proposed algo-
rithms. Modern computers have multiple processors, thus itmight be of interest to
provide algorithms that allow serving two or more requests at a time.
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